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	Drupal is one of the most popular web content management systems. It powers a

	number of today's websites and is a solid choice for many businesses that want to

	create a compelling online presence. On today's Web, when noise and competition

	are at their highest levels ever, simply having a great site isn't enough. If you want

	to be competitive online, you have to have an appreciation for search marketing and

	you need fluency with the skills and strategy behind search engine optimization.





	Drupal provides only limited SEO functionality straight out of the box. In this

	book, we look at how you can create a search engine optimized Drupal site using

	a combination of the default Drupal tools together with a set of popular extensions

	for the CMS. We also explore in depth the strategy behind SEO and how to set up

	and prosecute a successful SEO campaign.





	Search marketing is a very competitive area, and one that is constantly changing

	and evolving. SEO skills are in high demand. Use this book to build a solid

	foundation in SEO and make your Drupal sites perform to the best of their ability.
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Fundamentals of Quantum Chemistry: Molecular Spectroscopy and Modern Electronic Structure ComputationsSpringer, 2001

	As quantum theory enters its second century, it is fitting to examine just how far it has come as a tool for the chemist. Beginning with Max Planck’s agonizing conclusion in 1900 that linked energy emission in discreet bundles to the resultant black-body radiation curve, a body of knowledge has developed with profound consequences in...
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Best-Loved Chinese Proverbs (2nd Edition)Collins, 2009
"By filling one's head instead of one's pocket, one cannot be robbed."
 The appeal of Chinese proverbs is profound and universal. With brevity, clarity, and simplicity, these carefully chosen words help pass wisdom and insight throughout the ages. This timeless, eloquent collection of proverbs offers fundamental truths about the...
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Home Networking : A Visual Do-It-Yourself GuideCisco Press, 2004
The only home networking book you'll ever need

Setting up a home network doesn't need to be difficult. You can  use this easy-to-understand reference to set up your home network, secure it,  and turn it into an entertainment network. Don't be fooled by other guides-it  can be this simple:
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Intuitionistic Fuzzy Aggregation and Clustering (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2013

	The concept of intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) was originally introduced by Atanassov (1983) to extend the concept of the traditional fuzzy set. Each element in an IFS is expressed by an ordered pair which is called an intuitionistic fuzzy value (IFV) (or intuitionistic fuzzy number (IFN)), and each IFV is characterized by a membership degree,...
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Audel Electrical Trades Pocket ManualJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Answers at your fingertips


	This hands-on guide will help you trouble-shoot and solve electrical problems in industrial and commercial settings. You'll find plain-English explanations for a wide range of electrical equipment and systems, from transformers and switchgears to alarm and wiring systems. Use this book to quickly...
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C++ Programming: Program Design Including Data Structures, 6th EditionCengage Learning, 2012

	C++ PROGRAMMING: PROGRAM DESIGN INCLUDING DATA STRUCTURES, Sixth Edition remains the definitive text for the CS1/CS2 course sequence. D.S. Malik's time-tested, student-centered methodology uses a strong focus on problem-solving and full-code examples to vividly demonstrate the how and why of applying programming concepts and utilizing C++...
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